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EDITORIAL

For 268 years now, Germany’s oldest manufacturer of hunt
ing firearms – J.P. SAUER & SOHN – has provided hunters 
with guns boasting uncompromising quality, utmost preci
sion and timeless beauty. This winning formula has inspired 
as many as eight generations of huntresses and hunters 
thus making Sauer one of the world’s leading manufacturers 
of hunting guns. Our unique heritage is no matter of chance, 
it is built on the honest work of responsibly acting people 
who are proudly committed to their roots, always strive for 
continuous innovation and preserve what is best. 
When I am out hunting with my side by side shotgun from 
1898, every mechanical and artistic detail makes me feel 
the passion and dedication, with which our ancestors have 
lived up to these values and laid the foundation for the phi
losophy of Sauer & Sohn. Now as back then, Sauer hunting 
firearms are not a temporary phenomenon – they are guns 
for generations. 

In this spirit and on behalf of the Sauer team I wish you a 
pleaseant read and always good hunting.

Matthias Klotz
CEO
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With the bolt action rifle Sauer 404, J.P. SAUER & SOHN 
proudly presents the refined distillation of concentrated 

practical knowledge and 21st century technology that 
has been built upon the foundation of nearly 270 years 

J.P. SAUER & SOHN history. 

The flagship of our product range epitomises no more and 
no less than the essence of our historically successful bolt 
action rifles. Like no other, the S 404 corresponds to the 
highest demands in terms of safety, precision and flexi
bility – today and in the future. It yet remains, what you 

neither can deny nor conjure up, only see, feel and sense: 
a timelessly beautiful bolt action rifle that has grown over 
generations and that is made for the generations to come. 

This is  perfection in its most elemental form or briefly:   
a real Sauer. 

SAUER 404 
THE NOBLE DIFFERENCE 
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INGENIOUSLY SIMPLE – SIMPLY INGENIOUS
The Sauer SUS universal key appears at first glance to be no 
more than a detachable foreend sling swivel. Upon removal 
it is revealed to be a super stable Germanmade folding allen 
key that is essentially responsible for the individualisation 
of your Sauer 404. As an onboard tool that is attached to 
the rifle sling, it can neither be forgotten nor get lost – thus 
providing utmost flexibility at all times.

SAUER 404 – THE NOBLE DIFFERENCE

16 CALIBRES – ONE PROMISE
By introducing the Sauer 200 in 1985, J.P. SAUER & SOHN 
has laid the foundation for the nimbus of unsurpassed 
precision. The key technology: Three clamping bolts in the 
 receiver hold the barrel tensionfree and six massive bolt 
lugs positioned directly behind the chamber lock the bolt. 
For more than 30 years now, this has been the formula for 
the easy interchange of barrels and calibres while providing 
match grade precision  at the same time. A promise that will 
persist in the  S 404 –  for generations.

SAUER 404

IT IS YOUR GUN AFTER ALL
Every successful competition shooter knows: Only the 
optimum position of the shooting finger on the trigger blade 
provides proper trigger pull and controlled shooting without 
the risk of missing the target. With an 8 mm (0.3˝ ) adjust
ment range for length of pull and a lefttoright swivel range 
of 5  degrees, the S 404’s extrawide trigger blade guaran
tees each shooter optimal contact to reliably hit the target.

ADJUST, KNOW, SHOOT
An adjustable trigger featuring four different trigger pull 
weights that are individually adjustable, is the perfect answer 
to the physiological effect chain of know ledge and acting. 
Would you ever go without the magnification scale on your 
 variable rifle scope? Crisp 550, 750, 1000 or 1250 g  
(1.2, 1.6, 2.2 or 2.7 lb) leave no doubts that you are 
 programmed for success already prior to taking your shot. 
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MANUAL COCKING SYSTEM WITH SAVVY
The ergonomically perfect metal cocking slide on the bolt 
shroud allows the rifle to be cocked both comfortably and 
extremly silent. By pressing the button with the thumb, the 
cocking slide silently slides back into the uncocked position. 
In addition it is also possible to load and unload the rifle in 
the uncocked position: To do so, simply slide the cocking 
slide 2 mm forward and safely open the bolt. 

PLAY IT SAFE AND GO FOR MODULAR
Meeting your friends after hunting – do I leave the rifle in 
the car? Danger ahead? Not with the S 404. In just two sim
ple steps the bolt head can be separated from the bolt body 
and conveniently  disappears in your pocket. Firing the rifle 
therefore is totally impossible. Changing the bolt head for 
different calibres is just as safe and easy. This means: safety 
and modularity are combined the smart way.

SAUER 404 – THE NOBLE DIFFERENCE

SAUER 404

SIMPLY PERFECT
The perfect magazine lock must effectively prevent the 
unintentional unlocking of the magazine in any situation.  
The perfect magazine lock must be positioned where the 
magazine is operated – directly on the magazine button.  
The perfect magazine lock must be unlocked at lightning 
speed so that a full magazine is instantly available when the 
situation becomes critical. The perfect magazine lock  
is called the Sauer MagLock.

PERFECT ALLIANCE
The S 404’s specially designed Sauer Universal Mount (SUM) 
combines an extremely low and elegant profile with abso
lute shooting stability and return to zero. This ensures that 
the shooter can focus on the target at lightningfast speed 
and does not need to lift his head in order to use the full 
potential of accuracy. The SUM is available for all common 
mounting rails as well as for all ring diameters from 1 inch 
to 40 mm.
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S 404 ELEGANCE

Confidently stylish, serene and masterful. The superior con
cept of the S 404 paired with a deluxe grade 5 walnut stock 
offers a timelessly beautiful bolt action rifle of technical and 
artistic perfection to the true afficionado. 

Comb rising to the rear for an optimal 
shooting position and a significant 
reduction of the felt recoil

Sling swivel detachable 
by the push of a button 

Singlestack magazine insert  
for perfect cartridge supply and 
sleek construction

Adjustable trigger blade. Trigger 
resistance adjustable in in four 
stages: 550, 750, 1 000, 1 250 g 
(1.2, 1.6, 2.2 or 2.7 lb)

Ergonomically perfect manual 
cocking system 

Smooth bolt operation in 
 legendary Sauer quality

SAUER 404

Selfsupporting aviationgrade 
highalloy aluminium receiver.  
The stock does not play a 
supporting role, a bedding is 
therefore not necessary. This is 
how ultimate precision arises

The SUS universal key is 
 integrated into the sling swivel

Cold hammer forged original 
Sauer barrel made of high 
performance steel. Plasma 
nitrided for maximum scratch 
and corrosion protection 

Mounting base integrated in the 
receiver for an extremely low 
profile and utmost precision
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S 404 STUTZEN SELECT

No other bolt action rifle epitomises traditional hunting as 
tasteful as a Stutzen. Yet no other bolt action rifle holds 
similar challenges when it comes to constant precision in 
all climate zones and over decades. What until recently has 
been close to the impossible, Sauer & Sohn has solved by 
integrating a oneofakind Carbon Spine technology – an 
ultra accurate and under all conditions ultra reliable hunting 
rifle in the classic design of a fullstock beauty.

The carbon sandwich construction in the foreend avoids 
 twisting and warping of the wood in wet conditions and/or 
during temperature changes. This ensures constant precision 
over generations without any compromise of design. 

SAUER 404
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S 404 SELECT

The S 404 Select boasts an individual premium look. The 
incredibly realistic laser grain on the classic walnut stock is an 
absolute eyecatcher and the perfect entry into the luxury class 
of J.P. SAUER & SOHN.

SAUER 404

S 404 SELECT ERGOLIFT

Ergonomics in a classic look: The S 404 ErgoLift’s walnut 
stock with laserline grain features a comb that can easily be 
adjusted to your individual needs using the Sauer Universal 
Key (SUS).
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S 404 CLASSIC

The classic wood and metal design leaves no room for doubt 
that the owner of an S 404 Classic believes in the values of 
traditional gunmaking.

S 404 ARTEMIS

Already when mounting the S 404 Artemis for the first time, 
this premium rifle for huntresses gives you the absolute 
confidence of shooting instinctively and hitting safely. It 
boasts a shorter stock that is optimised around the pistol 
grip to perfectly provide both control of the rifle and optimal 
trigger contact.
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The infinitely adjustable comb brings the 
thumbhole stock to perfection. This concept is 
a major part in comprising all elements that are 
paramount to taking aim confidently and pulling 
the trigger perfectly

Singlestack detachable  
magazine for three or five 
shots in Medium calibre

Magazine safety Sauer MagLock.  
Slide button forward – locked.  
Slide button back – remove magazine

The carbon stock provides minimum 
overall weight and  reduced recoil

Manual cocking system, 
ergonomically positioned 
on the bolt shroud

S 404 SYNCHRO XTC

The S 404 Synchro XTC perfectly shows how timeless gun 
making with cuttingedge materials is done. The handcrafted 
stock made of meticulously laid carbon fibres gives the 
 Synchro XTC its extremely low overall weight of only 2.7 kg 
(5.9 lb) and provides, in combination with the fluted barrel, 
optimum balance. At the same time the shockabsorbing 
carbon considerably reduces the recoil.

SAUER 404

Sauer Universal Key (SUS) 
integrated in the front sling 
swivel

Muzzle thread M 15x1

Cold hammer forged and fluted 
barrel for optimum  balance and 
streamlined design
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S 404 CLASSIC XT

The uncompromising allrounder for all requirements   
and every hunting situation. Modular, ergonomic, precise 
and functional like any other S 404, the Classic XT convinces 
with its  absolutely robust and aesthetic polymer stock.

SAUER 404

S 404 SYNCHRO XT

All the advantages of the Classic XT are complemented with 
the S 404 Synchro XT by a thumbhole stock with adjustable 
comb. This rifle not only promises its owner a maximum in 
ergonomics, stability and shooting comfort but also keeps this 
promise in any situation. 
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PISTOL GRIP HEATING 
SAUER ERGO HEAT

Be it sitting on a high seat during the winter or on a driven 
hunt – hunters often have to fight the cold. Many hunters 
do not wear gloves at all on the shooting hand in order 
to be ready to shoot quickly. Shooting with cold fingers is 
extremely counter productive. The tactile sensation of the 
fingers is reduced, their sensitivity gets lost. A shot at a win
ter fox at 100 metres is missed because the hunter pulls the 
shot. With a Sauer ERGO HEAT pistol grip heating the fingers 
of the shooting hand remain warm, so that the index finger 
can properly pull the trigger even in icy cold conditions. 
With subzero temperatures on a driven hunt the hunter 
can comfortably hold his Sauer rifle with a bare hand on the 
warming pistol grip, take aim faster as well as cock, shoot 
and reload the rifle with the sensitivity required. After that 
only the hits count!

The Sauer ERGO  HEAT   
app is available for Android 
from version. 4.3 as well as 
iOS 7.0

ERGO HEAT

Simplest operation

∙∙  3 heating levels can be set using the supplied remote 
control or the free Sauer ERGO HEAT app.

∙∙  A subtle red LED light in the sling swivel shows the  
selected heating level by blinking. 

∙∙   At the highest heating level, the rechargeable battery lasts 
for about 2 hours, at the lowest, up to 7 hours. 

 ∙∙  Charging the batteries in the stock is done using a power 
supply which is integrated in the sling swivel bushing. 

 ∙∙  You can also use the cigarette lighter, the USB connection 
of your car or a powerbank to charge the batteries. 
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The best thing about it however is: The handy lightweight can 
easily be folded and carried on the rifle when locked. Further
more the carbon bipod can completely be removed from the 
 foreend at the touch of a button and stowed in the backpack. 

STABILISING LIGHTWEIGHT
The Sauer Carbon FlexPro Bipod was especially designed for 
longrange shots with the S 404. It can rapidly be attached 
via the front sling swivel bushing to provide absolute stability 
and utmost shooting comfort.

SAUER 404 
CARBON FLEXPRO BIPOD

SAUER 404 ACCESSORIES

LIGHTWEIGHT AND SILENT
Like no other, the Titanium Pro silencer combines quality, 
performance und practicality. Thanks to its ultra lightweight 
titanium core, it is not only indestructible, but also hardly 
perceptible when being mounted on the rifle. Yet, you will 
noticeably feel its noisereducing effect when shooting.

Because of its practical, toolfree disassembly, the Titani
um Pro silencer can be cleaned very easily. Its streamlined 
shape does not only give the silencer its elegant look but 
also turns it into a reliable companion even when the going 
gets tough. You will not even get caught on small branches 
while stalking. The Titanium Pro is not more and not less 
than the perfect combination of form and function.

SAUER 404 
SILENCER TITANIUM PRO
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ABS COMPACT CASE I
Its thought out modularity makes the Sauer 404 the perfect 
travelling companion. Especially for this purpose we have 
designed a perfect and inconspicuous transport case 
with extremely handy dimensions of only 84x18x14 cm 
(33.1x7.1x5.5 ̋  ).

ABS COMPACT CASE II
You cannot transport two firearms more comfortable or 
discreet than with the ABS Compact Case II. Featuring  
outer dimensions of 84x24x14 cm (33.1x9.4x5.5 ̋  ), the 
Compact Case II provides ample space for one firearm 
including interchangeable barrel and second rifle scope as 
well as the Titanium  Pro silencer and the Flexpro bipod. 

SAUER 404 ACCESSORIES

SAUER 404 CASES
COMPACT COMPANIONS

CARBON COMPACT CASE
The carbon case is a true high tech statement when it 
comes to technology and design. It is not only a musthave 
for the owner of a S 404 Synchro XTC, but also for those 
enjoying the best materials and a premium look.

An ingenious rifle has deserved an ingenious case that per
fectly combines maximum protection, minimum dimensions 
and an elegant design. No matter which model you choose – 
these beautiful and practical companions are only outper
formed by their content. 

Smart solution: All S 404 cases can be carried comfortably 
over the shoulder using the rifle sling. Simply click in the 

sling swivels – and your are ready to go.
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“The golden eye of the feline predator vibrantly stands 
out from the trigger guard, a leopard rests on a tree 

framed by acacia sprigs spreading all over the receiver.”

You probably cannot improve a bolt action rifle by  
J.P. SAUER & SOHN technically but every rifle can become  

a  personality. According to this claim the ATELIER 1751  
by J.P. SAUER & SOHN knows almost no boundaries  

to fantasy and design when it comes to your individually 
 manufactured rifle. 

ATELIER 1751 
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SAUER 404
AT THE TREESTAND

The realistic depiction of game in its natural surroundings 
is an artistic skill only master engravers are capable of in 
perfection. The ATELIER 1751 exclusively works with the 
best in their field in order to create artworks like this leopard 
engraving. The background which is inlayed in gold and del
icately shaded, the feline predator dozing on the tree as well 
as all further details and the graphic overall design are the 
true proof that a handengraved Sauer & Sohn is right at the 
top when it comes to the socalled league of “Best Guns”.
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SAUER 404
HOP AND MALT

A fourinhand beer wagon pulls a batch of beer barrels, 
 secretly observed by a roebuck that has taken cover 
 between hop blossoms and barley ears … 
Engraved firearms tell stories, whether they are fictitious  
or born from true experiences eternalised in steel, they  
will fascinate future generations and inspire them to pass 
 them on. 
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Whether it is a personally selected wooden stock, an individ
ually designed bolt knob, a personalised barrel root ring or 
special engravings on the receiver, magazine base or pistol 
grip cap: In order to make your choice easier or challenge 
your creativity, you will find a selection of “standard sugges
tions” from the ATELIER 1751 on the following pages. 

ATELIER 1751

SAUER 404
AVANTGARDE GRANDE LUX

AVANTGARDE GRANDE LUX 
OAK LEAVES
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AVANTGARDE GRANDE LUX 
ACACIA THORNS

AVANTGARDE GRANDE LUX 
THISTLE LEAVES

ATELIER 1751

HAND-ENGRAVED – 
BECAUSE IT IS A SAUER

When we are talking about engraved firearms in the ATELIER 
1751 at J.P. SAUER & SOHN, we speak of hand engraving. 
For generations every S 404 or S 303 has been crafted a 
100 % by renowned and experienced master engravers with 
great attention to detail. The standard range of the ATELIER 
1751 offers five different ornament engravings, making the 
choice of the animal engraving yours. 
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YOUR PASSION 
PERFECTLY ETERNALISED

Whether it is english scroll with roe deer, vine or thistle 
leaves with wild boar or African game with acacia thorns. 
Compose your engraved firearm according to your personal 
preferences and wishes. We turn your passion into eternal 
works of art. 

AVANTGARDE GRANDE LUX 
ENGLISH SCROLL

AVANTGARDE GRANDE LUX 
VINE LEAVES

ATELIER 1751
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Roebuck, silver  
(gilded)

Roebuck, 
silver

Ornaments 
oak leaves, 
silver*

Wild boar, 
silver

Ornaments 
English Scrolls, 
silver*

Red stag, 
silver

Ornaments 
acacia thorns, 
silver*

Blank,  
silver*

Ornaments 
thistle leaves, 
silver*

Wild boar, silver
(gilded)

Red stag, silver
(gilded)

Bolt knob, steel with 
checkering and gilded 
Sauer logo 

Bolt knob, steel with 
checkering and Sauer 
logo 

Bolt knob, steel with 
checkering, rose black 
and two golden lines

Bolt knob, steel with 
checkering rose black

Bolt knob, steel with 
checkering

* incl. 2 – 3 initials (laser engraving)

EXCLUSIVE DETAILS

An exclusive bolt knob or an inlay with initials framed by 
timeless english scroll or oak leaves are a sign of exclusive 
customisation. There is more to a hunting rifle than being 
just a mere tool, every single one of them is a personal  
companion for generations. 

Individualise your S 404 with a titanium nitrided bolt head 
or eternalise your name on the barrel root ring between 
receiver and barrel. 
This is how a S 404 will become your S 404.

Find further information on all customisation options at 
www.sauer.de

ATELIER 1751
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FLAMES, CLOUDS,
BIRDS EYES

Nothing else makes your hunting firearm more unique than 
an elegant stock. Every single of these oneof akind mas
terpieces fascinates the heart and the eye of each hunter 
through a formidable interplay of colour, pattern, light and 
shadow that has matured for centuries. In the ATELIER 1751 
of J.P. SAUER & SOHN you can make your dream come true. 

ATELIER 1751

Wood grade 2 Wood grade 7

Wood grade 8

Wood grade 9

Wood grade 10

Wood grade 11

Wood grade 3

Wood grade 4

Wood grade 5

Wood grade 6
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The Sauer 101 is the premium rifle for hunters who  
prefer a classic firearm without a modular system but 
do not want to forego the legendary Sauer characteris-
tics like precision, smooth bolt operation, reliability and 

perfect balance. 

Completely designed in traditional style, the S 101 is 
 nevertheless packed with unique details inspired by the 

Sauer premium class. A rifle was born which will still inspire 
our granddaughters and grandsons. 

SAUER 101 
TRADITIONAL COMMITMENT
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The heightadjustable comb aligns the shooter’s 
eye optimally and ergonomically perfect behind 
the rifle scope

Detachable magazine made  
of composite material for
5 Standard or 4 Magnum 
cartridges

Extra wide singlestage trigger 
with 950 g (2 lb) trigger weight

The SAFE OPENER allows 
for opening the rifle in the 
safe position at the push of 
a button

The S 101 GTI’s thumbhole stock 
provides taking aim ergonomically 
and absolutely relaxed

The direct firing pin safety 
operates as an ergonomic 
slide on the bolt shroud

S 101 GTI

The S 101 GTI is at the top of its class when it comes to 
ergonomics. The crucial detail for relaxed and accurate 
shooting is its heightadjustable comb. This means ideal 
alignment of the eye and the rifle scope, relaxed posture of 
the hand and optimal trigger pull. In addition the S 101 GTI 
comes with further top features like a barrel with muzzle 
thread, detachable sling swivels as well as a bipod adapter. 

SAUER 101

Bipod adapter  
(Harris and similar)

The patented EVER REST concept 
turns the symbiosis of ultra robust 
bedding and maximum decoupling 
of barrel and receiver into reality 
– which has been considered im
possible up to now. This provides 
precision both even under the most 
extreme  climatic conditions and 
after several thousand rounds 

Muzzle thread  
M 15x1 as standard

Cold hammer forged original 
Sauer barrel for maximum 
shooting performance

Barrel and receiver are connected 
completely tensionfree thanks to 
the special HEATLOCK procedure. 
This results in Sauer precision at 
the top level

Sling swivel detachable at the 
push of a button
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S 101 ARTEMIS

The optimum stock dimensions for ladies are the heart of 
the S 101 Artemis. Compact stock length, a sleek pistol grip 
and a reduced distance between trigger and shooting hand 
form the three pillars on which the perfect fit for huntresses 
rests. Not only the stock but the whole setup is designed to 
impress. Thanks to the 51 cm barrel the Artemis captivates 
with its outstanding balance at an overall weight below 
three kilograms.

SAUER 101
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S 101 CLASSIC

As the name already suggests, the S 101 Classic is the  
classic entrylevel model into the S 101 family. Due to the 
sleek lines of its full stock made of walnut burl and its 
elegant Schnabel, the S 101 Classic reflects the tradition of 
timelessly beautiful hunting rifles from J.P. SAUER & SOHN.

SAUER 101

S 101 SELECT

Featuring a modern laser grain on the walnut stock and a 
traditional jeweled bolt body, the S 101 Select is the perfect 
 example for the elegant bond of solid gunmaking and  
revolutionary wood processing.
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Fig. shows optional extras

S 101 FOREST

The powerful Forest is inspired by boar hunting. With the 
proven technology of the S 101 series, its compact dimen
sions as well as its fantastic balance, it is the perfect rifle  
for tight high seats or small stands on a a driven hunt.

SAUER 101

S 101 FOREST XT

In addition to the characteristics of its twin sister, the XT  
version of the S 101 Forest convinces through excellent 
balance and compact dimensions. But above all, it is the 
robust polymer stock that also offers dog handlers their 
money’s worth. 
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S 101 CLASSIC XT

When you can no longer improve on technology, all that re
mains is to protect it even better. The rugged polymer stock 
of the S 101 Classic XT defies all adversities and provides a 
secure and silent handling thanks to its Soft Touch Coating. 

SAUER 101

S 101 CLASSIC XTA

The successful characteristics of the S 101 Classic XT are 
complemented by the Classic XTA with the heightadjust
able ERGO MAX comb. The stock’s height can be adjusted 
individually to the hunter’s needs and allows for the perfect 
alignment of the eye to the reticule of your scope.
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Besides reliability and best craftsmanship, the  S 100 
combines all necessary characteristics of a contempo-
rary hunting rifle from J.P. SAUER & SOHN. Everything is 

just right: performance, quality, price.

With the S 100, J.P. SAUER & SOHN has raised the standard 
for entrylevel bolt action rifles to a whole new level. Its 

compelling features like the adjustable singlestage trigger, 
a threeposition safety, the cold hammer forged barrel, 

Sauer’s famous smooth bolt motion and the elegant and 
ergonomic stock geometry inspired by the successful S 404 

and S 101 bolt action rifles make the S 100 the  
measure of all things in its class.

SAUER 100
THE BEST OF ITS CLASS
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Recoil pad adjustable 
sideways and in height

Adjustable comb

Adjustable  
trigger weight  
1000 g – 2000 g 
(2.2 – 4.4 lb)

Cone alloy bolt handle

Specially designed stock for shooting 
in perfect prone position while using 
a bipod

S 100 PANTERA

Maximum performance, optimum presentation. Due to its 
ergonomically perfect laminate wood stock with rugged 
black milspec coating, the S 100 Pantera is considered to 
be the precision flagship of the S 100 range.  
The heightadjustable polymer comb as well as the recoil 
pad which is adjustable sideways and in height provide 
an absolutely relaxed shooting position when it comes to 
 combining handling and precision.

SAUER 100

Laminate wood,  
coated matt black

Ventilated foreend for  
optimal heat dissipation

Muzzle thread
M 17x1

Barrel: fluted;
Surface: Cerakote “Black Recon”;
Barrel length: 510 mm (20 ̋  ) Standard,  
560 mm (22 ̋  ) Magnum;
muzzle diameter: 19 mm (0.75 ̋  )

Steel body
surface: Cerakote 
“Black Recon”
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S 100 FIELDSHOOT

Target shooting or varmint hunting: The new S 100 Field
shoot is the perfect choice when maximum focus on the 
target is paramount. From the outside the rifle captivates 
through a laminate wood stock with a dark oil finish that can 
be adjusted individually to the shooter’s needs. In addition, 
the 620 mm (24 ̋  ) long Varmint Match barrel with 22 mm 
(0.86 ̋  ) taper makes the Fieldshoot a precisionguarantee  
for longrange shooting and long shooting series. 

SAUER 100

S 100 CLASSIC

The Classic is the tasteful entry into the world of the S 100. 
The robust DURABEECH wooden stock and the matt 
burnished barrel surface give this rifle the appearance of a 
traditional tool.
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S 100 CLASSIC XT

Quality made in Germany, precision made by Sauer: Featur
ing a handy and robust polymer stock, the S 100 Classic XT 
offers an unrivalled priceperformance ratio. 

SAUER 100

S 100 CERATECH

Rugged black polymer stock and matt grey Cerakote 
coating on the steel receiver and barrel turn the S 100 
Ceratech into the perfect rifle for the demanding hunter who 
goes beyond his boundaries, braves wind and weather and 
poses highest requirements on his equipment.
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S 100 ATACAMA

The bright, digital camo pattern and the corrosionresistant 
Cerakote coating in “Desert Sand” make the Atacama almost 
invisible in open terrain and a perfect companion for daytime 
and mountain hunting far away from dense vegetation. 

SAUER 100

S 100 CHEROKEE

The dream of a perfectly camouflaged hunting rifle which 
resists all weather conditions comes true with the S 100 
Cherokee. Modern Woodland Digi Camo and the green 
 Cerakote coating on all steel parts for utmost corrosion 
resistance make it the perfect choice for spot and stalk 
hunting. 
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When beaters are shouting and dogs are barking while 
shortly after boars are rushing out from underneath the 

thicket, it is time for the semi-automatic rifle S 303.

Our new S 303 combines a classy appearance with utmost 
efficiency and like a double rifle, provides the safe followup 
shot without manual reloading.  Yet, this rifle has even more 
to offer: The semiautomatic mechanism reduces recoil and 
muzzle flip by almost 30 percent while the precision remains 

unerring at all times. This makes the new S 303 the un
challenged queen of hunting. 

THE NEW SAUER 303
FINE. FAST. FIRST.
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SAUER 303

IN A FLASH 
Integrated in the buttstock of your rifle, the Mini Universal 
Key (MUS) appears at first glance to be no more than a 
 detachable sling swivel. Upon removal, it is revealed to be a 
super stable folding allen key with which the foreend and 
buttstock can be dismantled in a flash without using any 
tool. This is not only brilliant while traveling, but also when 
the rifle gets dirty on a driven hunt and quickly has to be 
cleaned. 

OPTIMISED DESIGN ON THE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
The S 303’s completely redesigned system turns the new 
semiautomatic rifle into a reliable and controllable hunting 
 companion. 

BLACK MAGIC TRIGGER
Adequate trigger pull for driven hunts, breaks like glass with 
accurate longrange shots: Breathtaking 950 g trigger pull 
weight make the S 303 a perfect companion for any hunting 
situation. 

PROTECTED AGAINST DIRT
The hard chromeplated bore provides a durable protection 
against corrosion. This enhances the lifetime of your S 303, 
given that the rifle is cleaned regularly within the necessary 
intervals.
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SAUER 303

EASILY COCKED
As with the S 404, the S 303’s ergonomically perfect and 
smooth metal cocking slide on the bolt shroud also allows 
the rifle to be cocked both comfortably and extremely silent. 
By pressing the button with the thumb, the cocking slide 
silently slides back into the uncocked position. In addition it 
is also possible to load and unload the rifle in the uncocked 
position: To do so, simply tap the cocking slide and safely 
open the S 303.

EXCELLENT RELIABILITY
Its optimised gas operation ensures the S 303’s excellent 
reliability and long service life. Its steel construction addi
tionally provides the rifle’s desired topheaviness and thus 
ensures optimum swing characteristics when shooting at 
moving game. 

PERFECTLY SAFE
The proven and popular magazine lock MagLock now also 
secures the magazine of the S 303. Thanks to its optimum 
position,  it does not only prevent unintentional magazine 
loss, but literally is unlocked at one single stroke when a 
new magazine must be available rapidly.

ONE FOR ALL
From now on, the S 404’s proven and return to zero Sauer 
Universal Mount (SUM) also is the measure of things with 
the new S 303. This ensures that the shooter can focus on 
the target at lightningfast speed and does not need to lift 
his head in order to use the full potential of accuracy. The 
SUM is available for all common mounting rails as well as 
for all ring diameters from 1 inch to 40 mm.
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S 303 ERGOLIFT SELECT

Adjustable comb for an ergonomically 
perfect position of the aiming eye

Black magic trigger 
with 950 g trigger 
weight as standard

Detachable 
magazine with 

capacities of  2+1 
or 5+1

Walnut stock with  
laserline grain

Handy manual cocking sys
tem for maximum safety and 
being ready to fire rapidly at 
the decisive moment

Completely redesigned and 
 optimized semiautomatic 
 system for optimum function

Detachable
sling swivel

Cold hammer forged Sauer barrel with 
hard chromeplated inner surface

Rail integrated in the receiver to 
hold the proven Sauer Universal 
Mount (SUM)

Magazine lock MagLock

Ergonomics in classic design: The new S 303 now also  
comes with a wooden stock boasting an elegant and striking 
laser line grain. The S 303 ErgoLift Select additionally features 
a wooden comb that can individually be adjusted using the 
Sauer Mini Universal Key (MUS) which is integrated in the 
sling swivel.

Contrast sights for optimal and 
fast target acquisition, open 
sights optionally available
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S 303 SELECT

SAUER 303

S 303 ARTEMIS

Featuring a walnut stock and laserline grain, the S 303 
Select is the new basic version of the new Sauer semi 
automatic rifle and the most elegant entry into the world  
of efficient hunting. 

Shorter buttstock, adapted pitch and sleek pistol grip:  
The  S 303 Artemis is our first semiautomatic rifle that is 
tailored to the specific body dimensions of women and 
petite shooters.
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S 303 CLASSIC XT

SAUER 303

S 303 SYNCHRO XT

Thanks to its ultrarugged synthetic stock, the S 303 Classic XT 
is the allround semiautomatic rifle for ambitious hunters –  
for every kind of hunting and in any weather. 

With its robust and ergonomically sophisticated thumhole 
stock and adjustable comb, the S 303 Synchro XT impres
sively proves that an elegant hunting rifles does not neces
sarily need a wooden stock.
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CARE & CLEANING KIT 
Only the best for your S 303: Thanks to this cleaning kit  
you can give your S 303 the care it needs after tough use.

Find a detailed video clip about the perfect cleaning  
of your S 303 using the care and cleaning kit at 
www.sauer.de/303reinigungsfilm

SAUER 303

ERGO HEAT
The pistol grip heating is of course also available for the 
models S 303 Synchro XT and S 303 Classic XT.

ABS COMPACT CASE I
Now also suited for the new S 303, further Information
on page 30.

SUM MOUNT
The Sauer Universal Mount (SUM) now does not only fit the 
S 404, but also the S 303. This means: One and the same 
rifle scope as well as one and the same mount can be used 
for both the S 404 and the S 303.  
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Since 1751, J.P. SAUER & SOHN  
has inspired generations of hunters with true  

milestones in the history of shotguns.

Be it the legendary Meisterwerk Shotgun at the end of the 
19th century, the first almost completely machinemade 

doublebarrel hammer shotgun “Reiher” in 1925, the first 
Sauer over and under shotgun of 1933 or the successful and 
popular cooperation products with other gun manufacturers 

between the 1960s and 1990s.
Until today, all these models are a synonym for hunting 

shotguns of superior design. Following this tradition  
Sauer & Sohn still presents a complete shotgun range  
that fascinates huntresses and hunters equally through  
uncompromising performance, unrivalled balance and  

timeless beauty.

SAUER SHOTGUNS
MILESTONES OF FINE HUNTING 
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SAUER MEISTERWERK SHOTGUN

More than 100 years ago, J.P. SAUER & SOHN created a 
symbol of perfection – the Meisterwerk shotgun. The fine 
art of gunmaking brings this myth to life again. The original 
Sauer & Sohn sidelock is probably the only one of its kind 
which may call itself perfect. In cooperation with master 
gunsmith Marko Frühauf and master engraver Hendrik  
Frühauf a side by side shotgun was born, that does not need 
to compete with anything. Because it is the benchmark. 

SHOTGUNS
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Elegant stock made of walnut 
wood with laser grain finish

Powerful and safe 
ejectors

Prince of Wales pistol grip 
for instinctive handling

Extremely reliable safety with 
integral barrel selector

Selective single trigger 
with mechanic selector, 
trigger weight 
1 800 to 2 200 g
(3.94.8 lb)

OVER AND UNDER SHOTGUN 
APOLLON 12

Only through the smart combination of premium materials, 
indestructible design and dynamic elegance, topclass over 
and under shotguns are born. If a sensational swingthrough 
behaviour then meets an extremely crisp trigger, the formula 
for successful hunting is created or just simply called the 
Sauer Apollon.

SAUER APOLLON

OVER AND UNDER SHOTGUN 
APOLLON 20

This fine gun shoots with the emphasis of a 12 gauge 
but enables its shooter to be a true connoisseur of 
shotgun shooting. Finally Sauer & Sohn releases a real 
20 gauge shotgun again, the action captivating with 
the distinctively sleek shape of the gauge. This is the 
epitome of noble shotgun shooting.

5 exchangeable chokes 
included at delivery

Steel shot proofed, 
soldered barrels with 
hard chromed bores and 
ventilated rib

Patented “Four Lock System” for 
maximum longevity
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OVER AND UNDER SHOTGUN 
ARTEMIS 12

The Sauer Artemis continues the success story of  
J.P. SAUER & SOHN’s lady models. Outstanding shape  
and harmonious lines as well as the consequent adaptation 
of the stock dimensions to feminine physiognomy guarantee 
that “she” hits with “her.”

Elegant distinguishing 
feature:  Monte Carlo 
stock with red recoil pad 
that is perfectly tailored 
to ladies

Selective single trigger with 
mechanic selector, trigger 
weight 1 800 to 2 200 g
(3.94.8 lb)

Special drop dimensions for ladies and the 
noble laserline grain combine performance and 
design at its best

SAUER ARTEMIS

OVER AND UNDER SHOTGUN
ARTEMIS 20

More streamlined and more elegant is hardly possible.  
With the Artemis 20, the claim of creating a true ladies’ 
shotgun in regards to stock dimensions, weight, balance and 
low recoil becomes magnificent reality.

Comfortable carrying and 
shooting thanks to 2 700 
grams (5.9 lb) overall weight

Patented
“Four Lock System”

710 mm (28 ̋  ) long barrels

Steel shot proofed, 
soldered barrels with 
hard chromed bores and 
ventilated rib

5 exchangeable chokes 
included at delivery
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The Ergofit inlays allow to individually adjust drop and 
cast to both right and lefthanded shooters.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN SL 5

The moment a flight of ducks is crossing the sky in optimum 
shooting distance, all shotguns are mounted. Rapid shots 
make a trio of brightfeathered drakes fall from heaven. With 
the semiauto shotgun SL 5, triples are not left to chance. 
Sauer’s youngest shotgun scion combines the power of a 
semiautomatic with the balance and “shootability” of a 
classic hunting shotgun. Finally its elegant design perfectly 
rounds off this “triad”.

SAUER SL 5

The sling swivels can easily be removed at the push of a 
button and provide that the rifle sling is stowed where it 
belongs: in the case.
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Trigger and all system 
parts made of metal

The core of the SL 5: 
the legendary Inertia breech

Ergonomically perfect, 
extended pistol grip

The laserline grain on the 
walnut stock appears classy 
and looks like natural cam
ouflage

Hard anodized body

Matt nickel  
plated bolt head

Lateral safety button 
in the trigger guard

5 interchangeable choke 
tubes included at delivery

Foreend with handy fish scale 
checkering and matt oil finish, 
magazine capacity four shells in 
(12/70) or 3 shells in (12/76)

Matt burnished 
barrel surface Highcontrast beadVentilated rib

SAUER SL 5

The first semiautomatic shotgun by J.P. SAUER & SOHN is 
the best proof that a semi auto can be an eyecatcher. Just 
like the outer qualities, also the inner values are captivating: 
From recoil pad to muzzle all technical top features that 
make up a topclass shotgun are combined.

Sling swivels removable  
at the push of a button

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN SL 5 
INSTINCTIVE SPEED, TIMELESS ELEGANCE
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Your Sauer is more than just a firearm.  
It is a statement of the way and manner you hunt. 

The original accessory range of J.P. SAUER & SOHN under
lines the elegance and reliability of your Sauer. Premium 
products that do not only represent the character of your 
rifle or shotgun but above all their own. Of course in the 

wellknown quality of Sauer & Sohn.

ACCESSORIES FOR PROFESSIONALS
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ERGO REST RIFLE SLING
Antislip, wide shoulder pad as well as soft, doublelined 
foreend rest. Available in brown, green, black and orange 
with Sauer logo.

SAUER ACCESSORIES

RIFLE CASE CORDURA
Robust Cordura case for your Sauer rifle with  
separate  pocket for further equipment. 

SCOPE MOUNT HEXA LOCK
The Sauer HexaLock is the ideal mount for the S 100  
and S 101. A low profile, 100 % return to zero and simple, 
comfortable operation.
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RECOIL PAD
With all Sauer synthetic stocks you can choose between 
three recoil pads which of course can be retrofitted and 
make the rifle fit your individual body size. Above all the 
Speed Cap allows for fast mounting and a better shooting 
position with thick winter clothes. 

Recoil pad
Standard

Recoil pad 
35 mm

Speed 
Cap

SILENCER TITANIUM PRO
Besides its outstanding technical characteristics, the Sauer 
silencer Titanium Pro stands out through its low weight, 
sleek and streamlined shape and convenient disassembly 
for easy cleaning and care. 

SAUER ACCESSORIES

OPEN SIGHTS
There are two different sights available for all Sauer rifles. 
Both sight options are adjustable for windage and elevation. 
The highcontrast “Semi Auto” cannot be beaten when used 
on driven hunts, while the blackonblack sights are the top 
choice for allaround utility. 

MUZZLE THREAD AND MUZZLE BRAKE
A muzzle thread is optionally available for all Sauer rifles. 
Combined with the removable DUAL BRAKE muzzle brake 
the recoil is decreased while increasing shooting comfort 
and accuracy. 

SAUER BORE BLITZ
The cleaning cord “to go”. Just pull it two to three times 
through the barrel and it will shine like new. 
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HUNTING KNIFE STAG
10 cm (3,94 inch) long blade made of Sandvik 60 HRC steel. 
Real stag horn handle, matt finished silver plates incl. robust 
saddle leather sheath.

HUNTING SKINNER MOUFLON
Grip plates made of elegant mouflon horn, 7.5 cm (2,95 inch) 
blade in Sandvik 60 HRC steel, brown saddle leather sheath.

SAUER HUNTING KNIVES

HUNTING KNIFE WALNUT
8.5 cm (3.47 inch) long drop point blade made of 440 
stainless steel, with walnut grip plates and saddle leather 
sheath.

HUNTING SKINNER WALNUT
Hunting knife with skinning hook and 7 cm (2.76 inch) 
long 440 stainless steel blade, with walnut grip plates and  
saddle leather sheath.

 CLASSY BLADES

Those hunting with a Sauer, hunt in style. With a Sauer hunting 
knife you can look after your game as classy as you have 
harvested it. As with the rifles, Sauer & Sohn also gives special 
attention to precise workmanship, premium quality and taste
ful design when it comes to hunting knives. 
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J.P. SAUER & SOHN – MODEL GUIDE 

SELECT –
designates a model featuring a walnut stock with laser 
grain. 

CLASSIC –
designates a model featuring a classically sleek Sauer  
walnut stock grade 2.

ELEGANCE –
designates a model featuring a sleek Sauer walnut stock 
from grade 5.

CLASSIC XT –
designates a model with a Sauer stock made of high
strength and weatherproof polymer.

GLOSSARY

FOREST –
designates a model featuring a short 510 mm (20 ̋  ) barrel  
in Heavy contour (muzzle diameter 19 mm (75 ̋  )).

FOREST XT –
like the Forest, but featuring a polymer stock. The addition 
XT designates models with polymer stock in general. 

SYNCHRO XT –
Synchro always means: thumbhole stock with adjustable 
comb. Together with the naming XT, this consequently is a 
thumbhole stock with adjustable comb made of polymer.

SYNCHRO XTC –
like the Synchro XT, the C additionally explains, that the 
“polymer stock” is made of real carbon. 

ERGOLIFT –
designates a wooden stock with adjustable comb.
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* without fluting and without muzzle thread● serial configuration // ○ optional // – not available // All information subject to change without notice.

Sauer 404 Barrels & Calibers Elegance Select Artemis Classic Stutzen 
Select Synchro XTC Synchro XT Classic XT Avantgarde 

Grande Lux

Barrel length Caliber Twist 
rate

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

Contour 
standard 

(ST)

Contour 
Heavy 

(H)

470 mm / 
19 inch

ST (Ø 16.8 / 
0,66 inch) 
H (Ø 19.4 /
0.76 inch)

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ – – ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ –

.3006 Spring. 280 mm / 11 inch ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ – – ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ –

8x57 IS 240 mm / 9 inch ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ – – ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ –

9,3x62 360 mm / 14 inch ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ – – ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ –

510 mm /
20 inch

ST (Ø 17.1 / 
0.67 inch) 
H (Ø 19.7 /
0.77 inch)

.222 Rem. 254 mm / 10 inch – ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ – – ○ – ○ – ○ – ○

.243 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

.270 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

6,5x55 SE 220 mm / 9 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ – – ○ ○ – ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

7x64 220 mm / 9 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

.3006 Spring. 279 mm / 11 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

8x57 IS 240 mm / 9 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

9,3x62 360 mm / 14 inch ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

560 mm /
22 inch

ST (Ø 16.8 /
0,66 inch) 
H (Ø 19.4 /
0.76 inch)

.222 Rem. 254 mm / 10 inch ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ – – ○ – ○ – ○ – ○ –

.243 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ● ○ ● ○ ○ – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

6,5x55 SE 220 mm / 9 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

.270 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

6,5 Creedmoor 220 mm / 9 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

7x64 220 mm / 9 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

.3006 Spring. 279 mm / 11 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

8x57 IS 240 mm / 9 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

9,3x62 360 mm / 14 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

620 mm /
24 inch

ST (Ø 16.5 /
0.64 inch) 
H (Ø 19 /

0.74 inch)

7 mm Rem. Mag. 241 mm / 9 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

.300 Win. Mag. 279 mm / 11 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

8x68 S 279 mm / 11 inch ● ○ ● ○ – – ● ○ – ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○

.375 H&H Mag. 305 mm / 12 inch – ● – ● – – – ● – – – – ● – ● – ●
10,3x68 

(19 mm / 7.5 inch, 
M 17x1)

450 mm / 18 inch – ● – ● – – – ● – – – – ● – ● – ●

700 mm / 28 inch
ST (Ø 16.5 /
0.64 inch)

10,3x60R 450 mm / 18 inch ● – ● – – – ● – – ●* – ● – ● – ● –
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● serial configuration // ○ optional // – not available // All information subject to change without notice.

Sauer 404 Dimensions & Weights Elegance Select Artemis Classic Stutzen 
Select Synchro XTC Synchro XT Classic XT Avantgarde 

Grande Lux

Barrel length

Weight standard calibers from 3220 g / 7.1 lbs from 3220 g / 7.1 lbs from 3000 g / 6.6 lbs from 3220 g / 7.1 lbs from 3220 g / 7.1 lbs from 2790 g / 6.2 lbs from 3260 g / 7.2 lbs from 3260 g / 7.2 lbs from 3280 g / 7.2 lbs

Weight magnum calibers from 3340 g / 7.4 lbs from 3340 g / 7.4 lbs from 3220 g / 7.1 lbs from 3340 g / 7.4 lbs – from 2900 g / 6.4 lbs from 3380 g / 7.5 lbs from 3380 g / 7.5 lbs from 3400 g / 7.5 lbs

Barrel length standard calibers 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch

Barrel lengths magnum calibers 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch – 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch

Overall length standard calibers 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1015 mm / 40 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1015 mm / 40 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch

Overall length magnum calibers 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch 1095 mm / 43 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch – 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch
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● serial configuration // ○ optional // – not available // All information subject to change without notice.

Sauer 101 Barrels & Calibers

Barrel length Caliber Lenght  
of twist Select Artemis Classic Forest GTI Classic XT Classic XTA Forest XT

470 mm / 19 inch
ST (Ø 16.8 / 0.66 inch)  
H (Ø 19.4 / 0.76 inch)

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch ○ ○ ○ – ○ ○ ○ –

8x57 IS 240 mm / 9 inch ○ ○ ○ – ○ ○ ○ –

510 mm / 20 inch
ST (Ø 17.1 / 0.67 inch)  
H (Ø 19.7 / 0.77 inch)

.243 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ○ ● ○ – ○ ○ ○ –

6,5x55 SE 220 mm / 9 inch ○ ● ○ – ○ ○ ○ –

.270 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ○ ● ○ – ○ ○ ○ –

7x64 220 mm / 9 inch ○ ● ○ – ○ ○ ○ –

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch ○ ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ●

.3006 Spring. 279 mm / 11 inch ○ ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ●

8x57 IS 240 mm / 9 inch ○ ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ●

9,3x62 360 mm / 10 inch ○ ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ●

560 mm / 22 inch
ST (Ø 16.8 / 0.66 inch) 
H (Ø 19.4 / 0.76 inch)

.243 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

6,5x55 SE 220 mm / 9 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

.270 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

7x64 220 mm / 9 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

.3006 Spring. 279 mm / 11 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

8x57 IS 240 mm / 9 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

9,3x62 360 mm / 10 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

620 mm / 24 inch
ST (Ø 16.5 / 0.64 inch)  

H (Ø 19 / 0.74 inch)

7 mm Rem. Mag. 241 mm / 9 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –

.300 Win. Mag. 279 mm / 11 inch ● – ● – ● ● ● –
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● serial configuration // ○ optional // – not available // All information subject to change without notice.

Sauer 101 Dimensions & Weights

Select Artemis Classic Forest GTI Classic XT Classic XTA Forest XT

Weight Standard calibers from 3050 g / 6.72 lbs from 2900 g / 6.39 lbs from 3050 g / 6.72 lbs from 3300 g / 7.27 lbs from 3220 g / 7.09 lbs from 3050 g / 6.72 lbs from 3350 g / 7.39 lbs from 3250 g / 7.17 lbs

Weight Magnum calibers from 3150 g / 6.94 lbs – from 3150 g / 6.94 lbs – from 3320 g / 7.32 lbs from 3150 g / 6.94 lbs from 3450 g / 7.6 lbs –

Barrel length  
Standard calibers 560 mm / 22 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 510 mm / 20 inch

Barrel length  
Magnum calibers 620 mm / 24 inch – 620 mm / 24 inch – 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch –

Length overall  
Standard calibers 1065 mm / 42 inch 980 mm / 39 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1015 mm / 40 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1015 mm / 40 inch

Length overall  
Magnum calibers 1125 mm / 44 inch – 1125 mm / 44 inch – 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch –
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Sauer 100 Barrels & Calibers

Barrel length Caliber Lenght of twist Classic Classic XT Fieldshoot Pantera Cherokee Atacama Ceratech

510 mm / 20 inch 
Heavy 

(Ø 19.2 mm / 0.75 inch)

.223 Rem. 254 mm / 10 inch – – – ● fluted / threaded – – –

.243 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch – – – ● fluted / threaded – – –

.3006 Spring. 279 mm / 11 inch – – – ● fluted / threaded – – –

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch – – – ● fluted / threaded – – –

6,5 Creedmoor 220 mm / 9 inch – – – ● fluted / threaded – – –

6,5x55 SE 220 mm / 9 inch – – – ● fluted / threaded – – –

560 mm / 22 inch 
Standard 

(Ø 16.8mm /0.66 inch)

.223 Rem. 254 mm / 10 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

.243 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

.270 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

6,5x55 SE 220 mm / 9 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

6,5 PRC 203 mm / 8 inch – – – ● Ø 19 mm / 0.75 inch
fluted / threaded – – –

7 mm08 241 mm / 9 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

6,5 Creedmoor 220 mm / 9 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

.3006 Spring. 279 mm / 11 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

8x57 IS 240 mm / 9 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

9,3x62 360 mm / 10 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

.300 Win. Mag. 279 mm / 11 inch – – – ● Ø 19 mm / 0.75 inch
fluted / threaded – – –

620 mm / 24 inch
Standard  

(Ø 16.8 mm / 0.66 inch)

6,5 PRC 203 mm / 8 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

7 mm Rem. Mag. 241 mm / 9 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

.270 Win. Short Mag. 254 mm / 10 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

.300 Win. Mag. 279 mm / 11 inch ● ● – – ● ● ●

Match  
620 mm / 24 inch 

(Ø 22 mm / 0.86 inch)

.223 Rem. 254 mm / 10 inch – – ● threaded – – – –

.243 Win. 254 mm / 10 inch – – ● threaded – – – –

6,5x55 SE 220 mm / 9 inch – – ● threaded – – – –

6,5 Creedmoor 203 mm / 8 inch – – ● threaded – – – –

6,5 PRC 203 mm / 8 inch – – ● threaded – – – –

.308 Win. 279 mm / 11 inch – – ● threaded – – – –
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Sauer 100 Dimensions & Weights

Barrels & Calibers Classic Classic XT Fieldshoot Pantera Cherokee Atacama Ceratech

Weight Standard calibers from 3050 g / 6.72 lbs from 3050 g / 6.72 lbs from 4300 g / 9.47 lbs from 3580 g / 7.89 lbs from 3080 g / 6.79 lbs from 3080 g / 6.79 lbs from 3080 g / 6.79 lbs

Weight Magnum calibers from 3150 g / 6.94 lbs from 3150 g / 6.94 lbs from 4300 g / 9.47 lbs from 3680 g / 8.11 lbs from 3180 g / 7.01 lbs from 3180 g / 7.01 lbs from 3180 g / 7.01 lbs

Barrel length Standard calibers 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 560 mm / 22 inch

Barrel length Magnum calibers 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 560 mm / 22 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch 620 mm / 24 inch

Overall length Standard calibers 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1140 mm / 45 inch 1030 mm / 41 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch 1065 mm / 42 inch

Overall length Magnum calibers 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch 1140 mm / 45 inch 1080 mm / 43 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch 1125 mm / 44 inch

● serial configuration // ○ optional // – not available // All information subject to change without notice.
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● serial configuration // ○ optional // – not available // All information subject to change without notice.

Sauer 303 Barrels and calibers

Select Artemis Classic XT Synchro XT

.308 Win., 510 mm / 20 inch ● ● ● ●

.30–06 Spring., 510 mm / 20 inch ● ● ● ●

8x57 IS, 510 mm / 20 inch ● ● ● ●

Sauer 303 Measures and weights

Select Artemis Classic XT Synchro XT

Weight from 3630 g / 8.00 lbs from 3690 g / 8.14 lbs from 3470 g / 7.65 lbs from 3410 g / 7.5 lbs

Barrel length 510 mm / 20 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 510 mm / 20 inch

Overall length 1060 mm / 42 inch 1025 mm / 40 inch 1060 mm / 42 inch 1060 mm / 42 inch

Sauer 303 Serial configuration

Select Artemis Classic XT Synchro XT

Receiver aluminum aluminum aluminum aluminum

Bolt black black black black

Receiver surface black anodized black anodized black anodized black anodized

Barrel surface NitrobondX NitrobondX NitrobondX NitrobondX

Barrel length 510 mm / 20 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 510 mm / 20 inch 510 mm / 20 inch

MuzzleØ 17 mm / 0.66 inch 17 mm / 0.66 inch 17 mm / 0.66 inch 17 mm / 0.66 inch

Sights Open sights 
„Allround“

Open sights 
„Allround“

Contrast sights 
„SemiAuto“

Contrast sights 
„SemiAuto“

Trigger Black Magic Trigger Black Magic Trigger Black Magic Trigger Black Magic Trigger

Main stock Ergo Lux Ergo Compact Ergo Max
ambidextrous

Synchro XT 
Thumbhole stock 

ambidextrous

Buttplate  
(LOP = 365 mm / 14.37 inch) 15 mm / 0.59 inch 15 mm / 0.59 inch 15 mm / 0.59 inch 15 mm / 0.59 inch

Foreend drop drop drop drop

Stock material Walnut Grade 1,
Laserline grain

Walnut Grade 1,
Laserline grain Polymer „grey“ Polymer „grey“

Magazine capacity Med./ Mag. 2 2 2 2

Magazine floor plate aluminum, 
black anodized

aluminum, 
black anodized

aluminum, 
black anodized

aluminum, 
black anodized
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Sauer Over & Under Shotguns serial configuration

SL5 Semi-Automatic Shotgun

Caliber 12/76

Barrel length 700 mm (28 inch) / 760 mm (30 inch)

Overall length 1240 mm (49 inch) / 1300 mm (51 inch)

Weight 700 mm (28 inch): from 3 kg (6.61 lbs); 760 mm (30 inch): from 3.1 kg (6.83 lbs)

Proof tested for Magnum Steel shot

Action Inertia

Barrel hard chrome bore

Magazinecapacity 4 rounds in 12/70 – 3 rounds in 12/76

Purchased parts package 5 interchangeable choke tubes (Cylinder, Improved Cylinder, Modified, Improved Modified, Full)  
and black ABSSauerGunCase.

Sauer Over & Under Shotguns serial configuration

Apollon 12/76 Artemis 12/76

Caliber 12/76 12/76

Barrel length 710 mm (28 inch) / 760 mm (30 inch) 710 mm (28 inch)

Overall length 1165 mm (46 inch) / 1215 mm (48 inch) 1135 mm (45 inch)

Weight 710 mm (28 inch): from 3.3 kg (7.23 lbs);  
760 mm (30 inch): from 3.45 kg (7.6 lbs) from 3.3 kg (7.23 lbs)

Proof tested for Magnum Steel shot for Magnum Steel shot

Frame Steel Steel

Breech Patented „Four Locks System“ Patented „Four Locks System“

Trigger selective mechanical trigger selective mechanical trigger

Barrel group soldered, with hardchromed bores soldered, with hardchromed bores

Purchased parts package
5 interchangeable choke tubes (Cylinder, Improved 

Cylinder, Modified, Improved Modified, Full) and  
black ABSSauerGunCase.

5 interchangeable choke tubes (Cylinder, Improved 
Cylinder, Modified, Improved Modified, Full) and  

black ABSSauerGunCase.

Sauer Over & Under Shotguns serial configuration

Apollon 20/76 Artemis 20/76

Caliber 20/76 20/76

Barrel length 710 mm (28 inch) / 760 mm (30 inch) 710 mm (28 inch)

Overall length 1165 mm (46 inch) / 1215 mm (48 inch) 1135 mm (45 inch)

Weight 710 mm (28 inch): from 2.75 kg (6.06 lbs);  
760 mm (30 inch): from 2.85 kg (6.28 lbs) from 2.75 kg (6.06 lbs)

Proof tested for Magnum Steel shot for Magnum Steel shot

Frame Steel Steel

Breech Patented „Four Locks System“ Patented „Four Locks System“

Trigger selective mechanical trigger selective mechanical trigger

Barrel group soldered, with hardchromed bores soldered, with hardchromed bores

Purchased parts package
5 interchangeable choke tubes (Cylinder, Improved 

Cylinder, Modified, Improved Modified, Full) and  
black ABSSauerGunCase.

5 interchangeable choke tubes (Cylinder, Improved 
Cylinder, Modified, Improved Modified, Full) and  

black ABSSauerGunCase.

● serial configuration // ○ optional // – not available // All information subject to change without notice.





Please note: Catalogue images may vary from actual products. 
J. P. Sauer & Sohn GmbH reserves the right to make necessary 
technical changes without prior notice.

Sauer hunting firearms are only transferred to authorised 
individuals and only through authorised Sauer dealers.

Your authorised Sauer dealer:

J. P. SAUER & SOHN GMBH
Ziegelstadel 20 
88316 Isny im Allgäu
Germany

Phone +49 7562 975540 
Fax +49 7562 97554801 
www.sauer.de

Scan this QR code with your smartphone and browse through 
the latest version of the Sauer catalogue online. We hope you 
enjoy reading!


